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Ark stat build guide



From ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki In ARK: Evolved Survival, multiple Attributes can be paved up to make your character and dinos louder. As you progress through the game, you will gain experience by doing various things like harvesting, making, and hunting. When you receive enough
experience to flatter, you will receive a point to spend on your Survivor statistics. Detailed [edit | edit resources] Health is a representation of your current life values. If your health reaches 0, you are dead. When your health is in or under 30 HP, your character becomes injured, and will move
slower. You need to regenerate your health by eating Cooked Meat, using consumables such as Blood Packs or Medical Brew, or through natural generation to regain normal functioning. Attacks, falls, drownings, and extreme temperatures can all bring down your health. Stamina is a
representation of how much energy you have. Actions like running, jumping, swimming, harvesting resources, and attacking all will drain your Stamina. The actions that take Stamina will also cause your food and water levels to fall faster. Temperatures also affect the speed of your Food
and Water. (When it comes to cold, food falls faster and when hot water falls faster.) Oxygen is a measure of how long you can hold your breath while underwater. It also affects how quickly you can move in the water. Drowning yourself in the water will drain your Oxygen over time. If you
run out of oxygen, you will start drowning and your health will be drained quickly until you either surface or die. Food is a representation of how fed you are at the moment. You will gradually become more hungry over time, but the actions taking Stamina will also drain your food. If your
character is cool, they'll be hungry faster. If your Food reaches 0, you will starve, drain your Health and gradually increase Torpidity. Food can be restored by eating Berries, Meats, Crops, Jerky, or Eggs. Water is a measure of how hydrated you are. Your water level naturally decreases
over time, but the actions that use Stamina will also drain your water. If you are hot or sprinting, you will be thirsty faster. Eating Steamberries or Auric Mushrooms will also lead to a rapid decrease in water levels. If your Water reaches 0.0, you will become Dehydration, drain your Health and
gradually improve Torpidity. You can retrace your Water by drinking from the body of water or pipes, drowning yourself, using Waterskin, Canteen, Jar Water, Custom Drinks, with in water or rain. Weight loss is a measure of how much you carry. Each item has a weight value, and if the
amount of weight you carry becomes too large, you'll slow down or even stop. If your carrying weight becomes equal to or greater than about 85% of your body weight, you will become Encumbered, which will increase the speed of your movement and make you unable to jump. If your carry-
on weight becomes equal or larger than your total weight, you won't be able to move at all until you drop enough items. The supplied dinosaurs cannot stroll to get married. Furthermore, overfiling the inventory with low weight will prevent further items from being placed inside through any
method, regardless of the current carry-on weight capacity. This affects all creatures that can carry inventory, as registered by black heavy icons. (Black heavy icons appear larger on survivors than dino, and both on portraits and inventory in the upper left corner allegedly survived/dino.)
Melee's damage in ARK: Evolved Survival is a fundamental statistic for both players and creatures. It is a measure of the amount of additional damage managed during attack, or produce when harvesting renewable resources. Thus, higher Melee Damage kills creatures and other players,
as well as harvest sources, in less hits. It also increases the amount of resource revenue weared from renewable sources, and increases the chances of receiving any rare source. The underlying damage depends on the tool or weapon used, and Melee Damage is a benchmark of this
fundamental damage. Motion Speed is a measure of how fast you can move. Higher speeds of movement allow you to get from point A to point B faster, and use less stamina in the process. Your weight will also affect the speed of your movement. If you carry too much weight, it will slow
you down and even stop you completely. Craft Skills is a measure of how fast you make an item (or in Gacha's case, dropping high-quality booty in the form of Gacha Crystals) and even the quality they have. Higher craft skills reduce the amount of time it takes to create an item, allowing
you to create more items in a shorter time. Since you're slower when making crafts, this also reduces the amount of time you're slow when making anywhere. As far as Patch v224.2, the entitlement speed provides a bonus to the statistics of custom food recipes when cooking it. See Custom
Depleted for more information. As far as Patch v259.0, Craft Skills will also improve the Quality of Items you craft. Every time you create an item using the bluepire, the resulting item will have a random Craft Skills Bonus from zero to maximum based on your current Craft Skills. Items made
from engram don't get any bonuses. Stupidity is a measure of moisture for Humans or Creatures. If You reach 50, you will fall unconscious. You can't do anything while unconscious, and other players can easily move you, force-feed you more narcotics, take your belongings out of you, or
just kill you. Since most sources of a Human torpidity will suffer from hostile attacks and bites, it is advisable to wear a good Armor to combat inflammation of Torpidity. Growing attacks of torpidities affected by the amount of damage they are dealing with For example, shooting things in the
head will strengthen both the damage dealt with AND the stupidity given by 250% against most creatures in the Ark). That's why wearing Flak Armor greatly increases your chances of Titanoboas rather than using Armor Hide. This also goes for the shield on the Tamed Creatures of
Saddles. Video Tutorial [edit | edit source] Remarque : ce formulaire n'est à utiliser QUE pour signal du spam, de la publicité et des message problématiques (harcèlement, aggressivité, grossièretés). ARK: Survival Evolved is a survival game with dinosaurs that you can domestically, and
together for travel is a fully leveling system reminiscent of RPG-style games. This isn't just a level of separation for Minecraft anymore; we are in the big leagues now. Each survivor's attribute served his purpose, so there were no certain statistics winning above the rest. At the end of the
day, the constructive statistics for each character are entirely up to each player. Flattening in arK: Survival EvolvedYou gained slow experience while spending time in arK. Daily tasks such as collecting materials, craft items, and killing or harming dinosaurs are the best way to improve
experience profitability. No matter what, though, levelling is inevitable - you don't lose the level or eye of your experience when you die! When the survivor is ready to level up, the top-right icon on the bottom right will flash, prompting you to enter your inventory screen. Once you select
which attribute point to break, your level will be displayed and you will receive several Horror Points to spend on learning crafting recipes. What Are the Attribute Effects? There are 10 separate attributes you can raise in arK: Evolved Survival. Each of these attributes is useful in their own
way, and everything should be considered when leveling your survivors. Choose wisely! Health - These statistics determine how many damage points you can take without dying. It starts at 100 and each level improves health by 10. Stamina - Used to determine how much activity you can
take before becoming tired and finally passing. Starting at 100 with each level increasing stamina by 10. Oxygen - How long you can breathe while underwater. The attribute starts at 100 but increases by 20 per level. Increasing oxygen also increases your swimming speed. Food – How
much food you can handle at a time. Starts at 100 and each point adds an extra 10. Retrieving health and stamina quickly reduced food sources. - This shows your level of dehydration. Default at 100 with each level adding another 10. Depletes are faster than Food on average. Weight -
How much weight a player can carry in their inventory. Survivors become emboldened when at a maximum weight of 85% and cannot move as soon as the value exceeds the maximum. Starts at 100 and increases by 10 per level. Damage Melee - Percentile base for how much you
survived the dish in a short-range battle. This does not affect weapons revolvering, however, although they naturally need physical strength like Bow. These statistics raise 5% for each spent point. Motion Speed - The maximum speed of the player can move, represented by the percentile.
Each point increases the speed by 2%. Fortitude - Improves weather and Torpor resistance. Starts at 0 and increases by 2 points for each level. Carpentry Speed – How fast your victim can make or repair items. Useful to repair in sticky situations. Percentile-based statistics that increase by
10% for each point are included in them. Torpor - Level of awareness or survivor joy. These statistics increase when the player risks unconsciousness. You can't put an eye straight to the torpor, but Fortitude will increase your resistance. This may seem like a lot to track, but it's all meshes
really fluid after you get used to it. There's a lot of attention to detail in this attrition point and it really makes ARK sparkling. ARK Attribute SystemNot many survival games go the typical RPG route with leveling and attributes to thinking about, but ARK seems to pull it surprisingly well. Let us
know what you think about ark-flatting system in the comments below! Also, if you're having trouble with certain aspects of ARK: Evolved Survival, let us know and we'll make a guide about it! Good luck surviving in the land of prehale monsters! Monster!
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